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Segev LLP has been ranked in the Chambers and Partners 2022
Guide as a top tier ﬁrm for Gaming and Licensing.

“What the team is known for: Highly rated British Columbia boutique specialising in
online gaming. Respected for its handling of corporate and securities matters on
behalf of interests in the iGaming and e-sports spaces. Also provides notable
services in relation to regulatory clearance and licensing agreements.”
Provided by Chambers

Technology is advancing at an exponential rate. Change is at the heart of this sector. Similarly, the
legal landscape also keeps evolving with ever greater complexity and ever-increasing laws that are
not always easily accessible and not easily interpreted by those they impact.
Given this rapidly evolving landscape, it is more important than ever to stay knowledgeable of legal
requirements and best practices. Even a single misstep could result in hefty legal penalties and
signiﬁcant reputational damage.
At Segev LLP, we help our clients navigate complex regulatory regimes and provide guidance and
insights in situations where information is otherwise lacking. By decoding your legal rights and
obligations and communicating them in decipherable language, we allow you to focus on developing
your vision and seizing every opportunity.

Services
We Offer:
Drafting and negotiating technology agreements.
Software-as-a-Service and other Cloud Services Agreements.
Terms of Service.
Cloud computing.
Software licensing and development.
Open Source.
End-User License Agreement.
Hardware and equipment.
Data security and privacy law compliance.
Data transfers.
Digital businesses.
E-commerce.
Online marketing and anti-spam compliance (CASL).
Digital content.
IP commercialization, licensing, transfers, and sales.
Technology M&A.
Non-disclosure agreements (NDAs) and conﬁdentiality agreements.
Trade secret protection and licensing.
Managed Services.
Virtual currency and cryptocurrency regulation.
Fintech.
IT sector contractors, consultants, and employees.
Domain name registrations, transfers, and disputes.
Regulatory guidance and advice.
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